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This Month in Discover Pattaya
Well, we’re almost there. It’s nearly the end of 2021 which has certainly been a
challenging year for us all. To celebrate, by way of an early Christmas present and
so that you can’t say we never give you anything! Please have a look at page 49.
There you will find a link that allows you to access Barry Upton’s autobiography
“Confessions of a Pop Tart”.
It’s a really entertaining read and you’ll be amazed at just how many famous
names he’s come across during his time as a musician and producer. A brilliant
way to lighten the mood after a difficult time for us all. Absolutely free of charge
unless you care to make a donation to a local charity dear to our hearts. To do
so please contact 061 638 1123 - Kongjitr (KJ) manager for Kate's Project Trust.
Plus if you want a custom-made video with the man himself we can arrange this
for you as part of our media package. Don’t forget we’re so much more than just
a printed publication. We have an online website pattayatrader.com visited by
loyal followers of our e-magazine (even those still waiting to re-enter Thailand).
Plus monthly digital videos for LED screens across town and of course plenty of
social media action especially across our Facebook pages that are now tipping
up around 20,000 followers.
We’ve been here for more than 21 years and have a unique insight into the market.
So please get in touch and let us work together to help your business prosper for
the new opening of our city and our nation!
Good luck everyone and please continue to support local business
Gloria x
gloria@patttayatrader.com
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:KDWDQDPD]LQJYHQXHLQZKLFKWRHQMR\DQH[WHQVLYHEUHDNIDVWEXɣHW
Firstly the Gems Mining Pool Villas Resort itself offers a fantastic oasis of lush greenery and secluded villas in
which to escape from the hustle and bustle of Bangkok or Pattaya situated as it is just off the motorway. Then there
is the Tram Restaurant itself a vast, elegant space that continues with the resort’s African design theme
We came here to enjoy the breakfast buffet which is available
to outside diners as well as the resort’s guests from 6:30 until
10:30 am. The cost, if you are not already staying at the resort, is
590 baht, and what an amazing selection you can enjoy for your
money!
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Firstly and for me most
importantly there is a steady
ÚPX PG UFB  DPGGFF  XBUFS 
and juice.
Most pleasingly the coffee is
OPUNFSFMZGSPNBÙMUFSKVH *
was able to enjoy a couple
of my favourite options
of hot cappuccinos from
the helpful and extremely
pleasant serving staff.
Also, the juice included
NPSF VOVTVBM ÚBWPVST TVDI
as a very refreshing guava
rather than just the usual
apple and orange.

An extensive selection stretched out in front of us - Thai options of traditional noodle soup and porridge
alongside bacon, cereals, and an amazing egg station.

With fresh fruit, salads, and even Miso soup available on the day, I was there. Should you have the time and the
appetite the buffet really does extend from breakfast to lunch options with a fabulous selection of curries and rice.
Advance reservations are highly recommended.

Check it out for yourself - The
Breakfast buffet at

888 Moo.1 Nongprue
Banglamung Pattaya
Chonburi 20150
Telephone: +66(0)38 222 222
www.thegemspattaya.com
line@the gemspattaya
DISCOVER PATTAYA
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Apparel Made to Perfection
by Ama Fashion
Do you want something made to measure?
Perhaps you’ve seen a picture of a fashionable item that you need
JO ZPVS MJGF BOE KVTU DBOmU ÙOE  8IZ OPU UBLF B QIPUP JOUP "NB
GBTIJPOUPBTLUIFNJGUIFZDBONBLFJUGPSZPV 5IFJSFYQFSJFODFE
tailors will help you to select a suitable cloth from their extensive
collection and you can also select your own buttons and a
decorative lining - they have a wide range to choose from.
5IFOUIFZXJMMNFBTVSFZPVUPFOTVSFUIFHBSNFOUÙUTFYBDUMZBT
you want it to. Afterward, simply leave everything to them, and
in no time at all, you will be contacted for an appointment. At
UIJT ÙUUJOH TUBHF  UIF VOÙOJTIFE JUFN PG DMPUIJOH JT USJFE PO BOE
any little adjustments made as necessary. Before long you will be
DPOUBDUFEBHBJOXIFOUIFÙOJTIFEHBSNFOUJTÙOJTIFEBOESFBEZ
for collection.
I recently did this after seeing that waistcoats for women were a
fashion-forward trend this year. I was delighted not only to be able
to choose a wonderful sand-coloured linen cloth for the outer but
also a really interesting brown lining with matching horn buttons,
I know already that this is going to be a favourite item of clothing
for me. I already love wearing it either by itself or with a T-shirt or
blouse underneath.
Also, If you have a special occasion or an event to attend, treat
yourself to a wonderful bespoke garment from Ama fashion.

Contact them today for expert service and beautifully tailored clothes.Their elegant shop is on Pattaya Klang
(just on the left after the turning with 2nd road towards the beach). Contact them on 038 361 861 or 084137 7783
and check out their website for more inspiration www.ama-fashion.com.
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W

BT UIFSF FWFS B NPSF BQU TQPSUJOH WJDUPSZ UIBO 4PVUI "GSJDB XJOOJOH UIF  3VHCZ 8PSME $VQ  5IF
country had ended apartheid in 1992 after years of negotiations and had only just been readmitted to
8PSMESVHCZBUUIFFOEPGUIFTBNFZFBSCZUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM3VHCZ'PPUCBMM#PBSE NBLJOHUIJTUIFÙSTU
time the national team had been allowed to play.
 XBT UIF UIJSE UJNF UIF UPVSOBNFOU IBE CFFO IFME BOE JO B ÚBTI PG JOTQJSBUJPO UIF 3VHCZ QPXFST UIBU CF
EFDJEFEUPIPMEUIFFOUJSFFWFOUJOPOFDPVOUSZGPSUIFÙSTUUJNF4JYWFOVFTXFSFFWFOUVBMMZDMFBSFEUPIPTUUIF
games and after some serious work had been done to upgrade the facilities, security and transport links to the
WBSJPVTTUBEJVNT 4PVUI"GSJDBXBTSFBEZUPIPTUJUTÙSTUNBKPSTQPSUJOHFWFOUTJODFUIFFOEPGBQBSUIFJE
The group stages went very much as expected with the only surprise
perhaps being Ireland qualifying ahead of Wales from pool C. South
Africa laid down an early marker when they opened the tournament in
front of 45,000 fans in Cape Town with a 27-18 victory over Australia.
*OUIFRVBSUFSÙOBMT'SBODFDPNGPSUBCMZCFBU*SFMBOEBOE4PVUI
Africa also had an emphatic victory over Western Samoa 42-14. New
Zealand got past a spirited Scottish team by 48-30, and in one of the
matches of the tournament, England squeezed past Australia 25-22.
*OUIFTFNJÙOBMT4PVUI"GSJDBXFSFQJUUFEBHBJOTU'SBODFBOE&OHMBOE
had New Zealand and a 20 year old Jonah Lomu to contend with.
Both games were loaded with incident for one reason or another.
The South Africa v France game was held up for over an hour
because of torrential rain and hundreds of volunteers were on the
pitch frantically trying to ensure that the game would go ahead, and
with good reason. If it had been cancelled France would have gone
through due to their superior disciplinary record. Controversy also
followed in the game as France were denied victory by a disallowed
USZJOUIFÙOBMTFDPOETBOE4PVUI"GSJDBXFOUUISPVHIJOUIF
wettest game in rugby history!
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England were beaten 29-45 by the Kiwis with the young
Jonah Lomu announcing himself as one of the greatest
players ever to play the game, scoring four tries in an
unstoppable performance. So the stage was set for the
ÙOBM UIFIPNFUFBNUSZJOHUPDSFBUFIJTUPSZBHBJOTUUIF
favourites for the competition with the mighty Lomu in
the line up.
The game was played in front of 60,000 fans in
Johannesburg. South Africa had Jonah Lomu and Marc
Ellis to deal with up front, both who had scored a record
breaking seven tries each in the tournament so far. As it
UVSOFEPVUCPUIEFGFODFTXFSFNBHOJÙDFOUBOEOFJUIFS
side managed a try in the match. The Springboks were
leading 9-6 at half time but a New Zealand drop goal
MFWFMMFE UIF TDPSFT BOE JO B UJHIU ÙOJTI UIF HBNF XBT
level at 9-9 at the end. Both teams scored penalties in
UIFÙSTUIBMGPGFYUSBUJNFCVUJOUIFTFDPOEQFSJPE+PFM
Stransky dropped a goal to give the home team victory
15-12.
The scenes that followed have gone down as some the
most iconic in any sport. Nelson Mandela, in full rugby
shirt and cap regalia, presented the trophy to the winning
captain, Francois Pienaar. The moment has since been
JNNPSUBMJTFECPUIJOQSJOUBOEPOÙMN XJUIUIFDJOFNB
release Invictus being the best example. It was a great
moment for the country and for the world and showed,
OPUGPSUIFÙSTUUJNF IPXTQPSUDBOCSFBLEPXOCBSSJFST
and bring people together.
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MAGNA CARTA LOAN ASSISTANCE

L

PBO "TTJTUBODF IBT CFFO POF PG UIF QSJNBSZ ÙOBODJBM
services in Magna Carta Law Firm. We match the
borrowers to the lenders and make sure the process is
legal and safe.

HIGH PERCENTAGE LOAN

This is available for borrowers who need emergency funds,
and who are looking to convert their assets into liquid cash. At
the same time, we are open to collaborating with investors to
participate to make their funds grow.

FLEXIBLE LOAN TERMS

8F DBO BTTJTU ZPV JO TFDVSJOH MPBOT UISPVHI WBSJPVT ÙOBODJBM
institutions with no credit checks or black marks and no penalty
for a bad credit history.
As an agent, we can assure that we can help you in the approval
of a secured loan application; secured against your property in
Thailand, be it a house, land, or condominium.

The amount that can be lent against the property will depend
on the valuation, location, and general condition of the property.
However, it will never be less than 50% of the valuation.
Loans run for a period of 6 months to 1 year then you can extend
BGUFSUIFÙSTUUFSN

CUSTOMIZED INTEREST REPAYMENTS
Interest repayments can be tailor-made to suit the borrower’s
situation.

REFINANCING IS AVAILABLE
"SFZPVQBZJOHIJHIJOUFSFTUSBUFTXJUIPUIFSÙOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOT 
Switch to us and see how much you can save.

CLEAN AND LEGAL
COMPETITIVE INTEREST RATE
We will walk you through the process and help you get the funds
you need at a very competitive interest rate.

FAST APPROVAL
We understand the need for fast processing when one is in need
of cash. That is why we guarantee the approval within 7 days
after carrying out the valuation on your property.

Since 2003, Magna Carta Law Firm has established to be the
MFBEJOHBOEUSVTUFEMBXÙSNJO1BUUBZBBOEUIF&BTUFSO4FBCPBSE
Therefore, we guarantee to all potential lenders that all secured
properties come back clean and legal with no obligations.
We value all our customers equally and we are committed to
HJWF FWFSZPOF UIF ÙOFTU BEWJDF BOE TPMVUJPOT OFFEFE *O UIJT
challenging time, we hope to meet your individual needs with
optimal services and right assistance.
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The Pain And Frustrations Of
Realtors In Pattaya And Beyond.

T

he anxiety and stress. Who
doesn’t want to be a real
estate agent? These guys
have a great life – easy job –
big money – nice cars… wow! They
don’t even need a license to operate
their property agency: Isn’t that
convenient? Everyone can do it! And
such an easy job: Just bring a client to
see a home or condo. If the client likes
it, they buy or rent it and the deal is
done! FAT commission into the pocket
of the agent. That’s real easy money!
Yes, it is the ideal dream job for those
adventurous hit’n’run cowboys that
want to be quick-cash millionaires!
However, the average life of a real estate broker in Thailand sucks.“Yeah, right” I hear you say but here’s the reality: No
matter how efficient you are, most of your daily business remains unpaid. No matter how organized are, you are still
regarded as sloppy. No matter how honest you are, you can still be considered untrustworthy. Why are most brokers
classed as “used car salesmen”? Why do most people not feel sorry for them and think that’s a description they really
deserve…?
Imagine you own a shop with every shelf, fully stocked, and a perfect inventory ready to sell. Your shop is open all day,
properly staffed with friendly employees looking after your inventory. They keep everything fresh and clean, and you work
hard to motivate them to keep your customers happy. You are on call 24/7 with your fully stocked shop but your inventory
has unpredictable expiry dates. Stuff keeps going missing…how frustrating!
You market your products with advertising
campaigns, websites, on social media etcetera.
When there’s finally a client that visits your shop
who would like to have one of your products (3rd
from the bottom on the top shelf), you proudly
pull it out and ask if he wants it wrapped or as a
surprise gift? Then DISASTER hits! It has passed
its expiry date. It can no longer be sold./the client
is not happy as you can imagine. “You are a jerk”,
is what the client thinks when he walks out of your
shop.
Realtors in Thailand source and maintain an
inventory with homes and condos for sale and
rent, mostly on a “nonexclusive” basis. This means
that a similar portfolio is also kept by multiple
other agents. All of them going through the same
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procedures: Sourcing (farming),
intake, photoshoot, listing, branding,
promoting, advertising – the drill.
All unpaid for. Yet, there’s only one
that makes it to the finish line and
sells the property.“First come, first
served” as they say. It is called an
“open listing” system. How great is
that? - It’s not. How frustrating, if
you keep hundreds of “products”
in-store and you only sell 3-4% of
them? Glad you agree.
Now let’s look at it from another
point of view- yours. You are looking
for a property and have finally made
it to 5-6 different websites, all
claiming to be the best and biggest realtors around town. You make your inquiries. Only some respond in a timely fashion.
Strange, but true. Some might not respond at all. Strange, but true.
From the properties, you select 50-70% are no longer available. Strange, but true.
You start to wonder why all these minions still advertise “old properties” that are no longer available? Clickbait? Laziness?
Are they unprofessional? Dumb? Or a combination of all?
You start to understand it doesn’t require a license to operate a real estate agency. Strange, but true. With this system of
“open listings” there is no “win-win” situation, is there?
Seems a “lose-lose” situation instead. You can’t really blame the agent for not having his portfolio 100% in order, can you?
I mean: If you have sold yours, would you then inform all listing agents that your property is no longer available? You might
say: “Yes, I would”, most others however do NOT. Such is the pain and frustration of realtors in Pattaya!

www.TownCountryProperty.com
Town & Country property Co.,Ltd
414/16 Jomtien Complex Condotel (Lobby) M12
Nongprue, Banglamung, Chonburi 20150 Thailand
Tel: +66 38 251 481 info@TownCountryProperty.com
DISCOVER PATTAYA
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Expecting a tourism rebound, Club Med eyes opportunities
in Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, and the Philippines
By Cheyenne Hollis

C

lub
Med
Borneo
Kota
Kinabalu opens in 2023.
The resort operator is now
looking to expand elsewhere in
Southeast Asia
Club Med believes Southeast
Asia will see a sharp rebound in
travel once borders reopen and is
currently looking for opportunities
in Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, and
the Philippines. The all-inclusive
holiday club pioneer recently
launched Club Med Borneo Kota
Kinabalu in Malaysia as it looks to
tap into both the potential of this
location and the region as a whole.
Southeast Asia has been slow to restart travel when compared to other places globally, but this has allowed
international resort operators, such as Club Med, to understand what works elsewhere. The company’s
successful reopenings in China, Maldives, and North America can provide a template for when tourism
resumes across the region.
The potential of domestic tourism is another reason Club Med is eyeing more opportunities in Southeast
Asia. Club Med’s resort in Malaysia recorded an increase of more than 60 in business volume percent in the
weeks following the relaxation of interstate restrictions before the recent Movement Control Order.
“We entered the pandemic with a strong economic position and are well-placed for a swift, decisive and
impactful rebound. Club Med has a demonstrated track record spanning more than 70 years as the pioneer
of new destinations and untouched locations,” Jean-Charles Fortoul, CEO APAC Resorts, Club Med,
reports. “Following these successes, we have also identified Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia as markets
that are well-positioned to leverage this rebound and we are on the lookout for investors and partners to
tap into the potential of these destinations.”
Club Med will open its first Southeast Asia greenfield beach resort in 2023. Club Med Borneo Kota Kinabalu
will allow the company to capture the vast untapped potential of this pristine location.
The resort operator worked closely with project owner Golden Sands Beach Resort City on the new property
which is six hours from key Asian markets. According to Club Med, this will be one of their most upscale
retreats in Southeast Asia.
“Club Med has been an outstanding partner in our
collaboration for the Club Med Borneo Kota Kinabalu
resort. They bring expertise in crafting unique experiences
at resorts, and they have the right savoir-faire to bring
them to life and elevate stays in the resort,” Peter Wong,
Managing Director of Golden Sands Beach Resort City,
noted. “We have the utmost confidence in Club Med’s
capabilities of creating a sense of destination at the
Borneo Kota Kinabalu resort with upmarket designs that
evoke emotional connections for guests.”
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Supalai is launching 20+ projects to close
2021, keeps ambitious sales target
By Cheyenne Hollis

Supalai is set to launch 18 low-rise projects and four high-rise condos during the next few months
While the COVID-19 pandemic has slowed many
developers down in 2021, Supalai has bucked that trend
and continues to be active. The homebuilder recently
announced plans to launch 22 new projects before the
end of the year while also noting it remains on track to hit
its record-breaking record revenue goal of THB28 billion.
Supalai has focused on low-rise projects this year having
launched nine such developments during the first six
months. This is in line with general Bangkok property
market trends that show real demand is relatively confined
to the low-rise sector since the outbreak of COVID-19.
This year will see more Thai developers tap into the lowrise housing market
Current plans call for the firm to bring seven low-rise developments to the market in the third quarter of
this year with 11 more slated to be launched during the last three months of 2021. Additionally, Supalai is
set to unveil four high-rise condominium projects in the fourth quarter.
Supalai Managing Director Khun Tritecha Tangmatitham told the Bangkok Post that the firm does not
expect the COVID-19 pandemic to alter its plans for the remainder of the year, although it will continue to
monitor the situation closely and make adjustments if necessary.
The developer has found the THB3-5 million segment to be the strongest in 2021 since mid-range customers
and government employees whose incomes are stable have been less affected by the pandemic. Most of
its launches this year have been in this price range.
According to Khun Tritecha, Supalai is primed to reach
its record-breaking revenue goal of THB28 billion before
the year’s end. In the first half, the company posted total
revenue of THB11 billion, a 60 percent increase over the
same period last year, while earning THB13 billion in
presales. The new launches are expected to see these
sums improved upon during the final six months of 2021.
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Thailand Ranks 44th in the World in Digital
Quality of Life Index 2021

C

overing 90% of the global
population,
the
DQL
study is conducted by the
cybersecurity company Surfshark
and evaluates countries based on
a set of five fundamental digital
wellbeing pillars. Thailand excels
in internet quality (ranks 19th), but
displays comparatively low results
in internet affordability (58th),
e-infrastructure (46th), e-security
(63rd), and e-government (51st).
Overall, Thailand has demonstrated
one of the most significant
improvements compared to the
DQL 2020, rising from 63rd place
to 44th and excelling in the internet
quality pillar worldwide. Since
the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic, Thailand’s mobile speed
has improved by 81 % and is now
40.79 Mbps. At the same time, broadband speeds increased by 29% and are now 189.54 Mbps. However, despite
making a huge leap in the overall index, Thailand has room for improvement in specific areas, such as e-government
and e-infrastructure. Thailand has a similar GDP per capita as the Dominican Republic. However, the e-security of
both countries differs substantially – the Dominican Republic ranks 48th in the pillar, while Thailand barely makes it
to the TOP 70.
The research shows that even though the internet is becoming more affordable in Thailand, it is still around 40%
worse than the global average. The country ranks 58th in the world, surpassed by Singapore, Viet Nam, and Iran.
“Digital opportunities have proved to be more important than ever during the COVID-19 crisis, stressing the
importance for every country to ensure fully remote operational capacities for their economies,” – explains Vytautas
Kaziukonis, CEO of Surfshark. “That is why, for the third year in a row, we continue the Digital Quality of Life research,
which provides a robust global outlook into how countries excel digitally. The index sets the basis for meaningful
discussions about how digital advancement impacts a country’s prosperity and where improvements can be made.”
In an all-around picture, 6 out of 10 countries holding the highest scores are located in Europe, following last year’s
trend. Denmark ranks 1st in DQL for the second year in a row and is closely followed by South Korea. Finland ranks
3rd, while Israel and the U.S. round out the top five of 110 nations that were evaluated. The bottom 5 countries are
Ethiopia, Cambodia, Cameroon, Guatemala, and Angola.
Regionally, the U.S. stands out as a country with the highest digital quality of life in the Americas, while South Korea
takes the leading position in Asia. Among countries in Africa, people in South Africa enjoy the highest quality of their
digital lives whereas Australia leads in Oceania, outperforming New Zealand in various digital areas.
Other significant findings of the report include:
• Broadband is globally less affordable this year. Comparing countries included in both DQL20 and DQL21,
people have to work 11% more (25 min more) to afford broadband internet in 2021. However, people have to
work 29% less (28 min less) to afford mobile internet this year.
• The world’s worst internet is the least affordable. People in some countries, such as Nigeria, Côte D'Ivoire and
Mali require approximately a week’s worth of work to afford the internet.
The 2021 DQL research examined a total population of more than 6.9 billion people in terms of five core pillars and
14 underpinning indicators that provide a comprehensive measure. The study is based on open-source information
provided by the United Nations, the World Bank, Freedom House, the International Communications Union, and
other sources.
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A

fter hearing former BBC newsreader Angela Rippon speaking
on the radio about her autobiography and suggesting that
everyone should write a book about their life for future
generations to read as a historical document, Barry Upton decided
to catalogue all the important moments of his career so far. This in
turn would lead, eventually, to a full blown autobiography with many,
sometimes hilarious, stories about his exploits with being a front
member of an international multi number one hit band ‘Brotherhood
Of Man’, producing and writing for artists he’d once bought the
records of, developing and releasing on to the pop scene a boy/girl
CBOEl4UFQTmUIBUXPVMEHPPOUPIBWFIJUTXPSMEXJEFBOEUIFOÙOBMMZ
settling down here in Pattaya for an ‘attempt’ at retiring in paradise.
It’s a detailed account of the highs and, sometimes, lows of a career in
the entertainment world that included learning how to write hit songs,
becoming a pro music artist, plus being a top U.K. nightclub DJ/re-mixer
and record producer which later developed into radio and TV presenting.
Pop has, un-ashameably, always been at the forefront of Barry’s
various genres of preferred music after growing up with the fab 60s/70s
generation and it was this particular style which offered him the majority
of his successes. It was his friend, actor and comedian, Shane Richie who
once said to him ‘you’re nothing but a musical prostitute’, after witnessing
in the late 90s, Barry going from writing and producing commercial pop
UPVMUSBDPNNFSDJBMQPQXJUIPVUÚJODIJOHPSTFFNJOHMZOPUDBSJOHBCPVU
‘credibility’ in the eyes of his fellow musicians. Hence the nickname ‘Pop
Tart’ became an appropriate label for Barry’s approach ….and it stuck.
It was not only music that he excelled being a ‘Pop Tart’ at, but many aspects of his life in general since turning
QSPGFTTJPOBM BU UIF BHF PG  BOE IFBEJOH PVU GPS IJT ÙSTU QSP FOHBHFNFOU JO UIF  UIFO  WFSZ MJCFSBM DBQJUPM DJUZ PG
Copenhagen in Denmark. From there it all went so right although Barry soon learned that ‘the harder he worked, the
luckier he got, as was drilled into him by his manager/co-writer and friend of many years, seasoned hit-maker Tony
)JMMFS"TXJUIBMMMJGFTUPSJFT UIFSFIBTUPCFCVNQTJOUIFSPBEBOEOPOFIBWFCFFOÚBUUFOFEPSDPODFBMFEJO#BSSZmT
book. But the general moral of his story is that with persistence, optimism and an always positive attitude, success is
just around the corner which manifests itself in unusual and unobvious ways. ‘Never miss a good opportunity’ is Barry’s
mantra and on reading this fun book, there is no doubt you will be inspired to look at the world with added sunshine in
your eyes.
The full book, complete with many wonderful photos, is
available through Discover Pattaya – absolutely FREE …
… unless, you hate getting something for nothing and feel that
it would be very good kharma to donate something to Barry’s
girlfriend’s charity that she manages namely ‘Kate’s Project’.
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10 Life Hacks For Students
L

ast month’s Hacks were aimed at the older folk - if you missed the article it is still available to read online via our
website patttayatrader.com This month our hacks are aimed at the younger generation especially students who
let’s face it have suffered a really challenging time during this pandemic. From the youngest who may need parental
IFMQTFUUJOHHPPESPVUJOFTBOEEJTDJQMJOFTUPUIFPMEFSPOFTIFSFmTIPQJOHZPVÙOETPNFVTFGPSUIFGPMMPXJOHUJQT

Use Post-it Notes
Stick some post-it notes in an empty tray, on a bedroom door, on the fridge, or wherever you will easily see them. Use
them to help remind you of something important and once it’s done you can simply discard the paper. Or you can
download digital post-it notes that will show on your desktop when you start up your PC.

Checklists and Timelines
Get into the habit of using checklists and to-do lists to jot down important things such as homework and project
EFBEMJOFT5JDLJOHJUPGGXIFOÙOJTIFEXJMMHJWFBHPPETFOTFPGBDDPNQMJTINFOUXIFOFBDIUBTLJTÙOJTIFE
If faced with a major project or assignment it helps to also give yourself a timeline. That way you can divide the project
into smaller segments and put daunting tasks into smaller more manageable chunks that are more easily achievable.
(JWJOHBUBTLBTUBSUNJEEMFBOEFOEEBUFXJUISFNJOEFSTPOZPVSDBMFOEBSXJMMTUPQBÙOBMSVTIUPHFUFWFSZUIJOHEPOF
the night before the due date!

Making a presentation
Making presentations can be nerve-racking and you don’t want to be fumbling around with sheets of paper so try using
notecards instead as they are easier to handle. You can also use different coloured pens and coloured highlighters. This
will help you remember your points better and read them with ease, without hesitating.
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Use Google to hear your work
After writing an essay or wording for an
aural presentation you need to do, copypaste onto Google translate and listen
UP JU -JTUFOJOH NBLFT JU FBTJFS UP ÙOE
mistakes.

Stop smelly shoes stinking out your
locker or kit bag
The key to combatting smelly trainers
JTc UFB CBHT "O FDPGSJFOEMZ XBZ UP ÙY
a smelly shoes problem is to take two tea
bags and put them in your trainers before
you put them away. Your locker or kit bag
will never reek again!

Dry ink stopping your pen from
working?
If your pen is not working because the ink
is dry, you can try putting some heat on it
using a hand dryer or a hairdryer! Pretty
soon, it will start working again.

Make a play-list
Every second counts when you’re getting ready
for school so try making a playlist of your favourite
songs that lasts exactly the same amount of time
as you need to spend getting ready before leaving
your home for school Before long you will get
your morning schedule working according to your
song list and it will be easy to know when you’re
running a little late! Also getting ready for school
will be far more enjoyable.

Drink Water
If you have had enough sleep but are still feeling
tired when you wake up. The answer might be
that you are probably just dehydrated so make
sure to drink a glass of water and carry on staying
hydrated throughout the day.

Erase Highlighter pen marks
If you have highlighted something by mistake or
simply want to remove some highlighted text from
your book, take a Q-tip and soak the bud with lime
juice. Then you can swipe the moistened bud over
the highlighted text, it will remove the coloured
highlighter and leave the text perfectly intact

Lost your eraser?
Try using a small piece of bread as an eraser. Or
JGZPVEPOmUIBWFBOZCSFBEUPIBOE ÙOEBSVCCFS
band and tie it around the end of your pencil to
use as an eraser.
We hope you have enjoyed these hacks and have
found some of them useful. We also hope that all
students will be able to get back into schools soon
so that they can enjoy seeing their friends and get
CBDLJOUPUIFJSDMBTTSPPNTBOETQPSUTÙFMET
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Across

2. Lex Luthor in the 2006 movie, Superman Returns (5,6)
7. General Bill Sullivan in the 2006 movie, The Good Shepherd
(6,2,4)
'LUHFWRURIWKHPRYLH7KH3LDQLVW 
 &RORQHO :DOWHU ( .XUW] LQ WKH  PRYLH$SRFDO\SVH
Now (6,6)
12. Charles Frohman in the 2004 movie, Finding Neverland (6,7)
 &ODULFH 6WDUOLQJ LQ WKH  PRYLH 7KH 6LOHQFH RI WKH
Lambs (5,6)
 +XPSKUH\ %RJDUW DQG ,QJULG %HUJPDQ VWDUUHG LQ WKLV
FODVVLF 

Down

1. Rev. Graham Hess in the 2002 movie, Signs (3,6)
'LUHFWRURIWKHPRYLH3XOS)LFWLRQ 
'LUHFWRURIWKHFODVVLF&LWL]HQ.DQH 
:RRG\6WHYHQVLQWKHPRYLH:LOG+RJV 
'LUHFWRURIWKHˋOP1RUWKE\1RUWKZHVW 
'LUHFWRURIWKHPRYLH5RDGWR3HUGLWLRQ 
0U'DYLVLQWKHPRYLH$QJU\0HQ 

Across
&RUQHOLXVLQWKHPRYLH3ODQHWRIWKH$SHV 
6. Linda in the 1978 movie, The Deer Hunter (5,6)
8. Viktor Navorski in the 2004 movie, The Terminal (3,5)
3DWULFN*DWHVLQWKHPRYLH1DWLRQDO7UHDVXUH 
7KH5LQJR.LGLQWKHFODVVLF6WDJHFRDFK 
+DUWLJDQLQWKHPRYLH6LQ&LW\ 
5D\PRQG%DEELWWLQWKHPRYLH5DLQ0DQ 

Down

1. He was Cool Hand Luke in the 1967 movie (4,6)
&O\GH%DUURZLQWKHPRYLH%RQQLHDQG&O\GH 
+HGLUHFWHGDQGVWDUUHGLQWKHPRYLH8QIRUJLYHQ 
'LUHFWRURIWKHPRYLH7KH$IULFDQ4XHHQ 
7. He was Ben-Hur in the 1959 movie (8,6)
9. Mrs Robinson in the 1967 movie, The Graduate (4,8)
 6FDUOHWW 2 +DUD LQ WKH  FODVVLF *RQH ZLWK WKH :LQG
(6,5)

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 58
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